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This is the destiny of those who stand for others. Their honor will be bought in blood and pain. The

Camp Ryder Hub is broken. Lee is nowhere to be found, and his allies are scattered across the

state, each of them learning that their missions will not be as easy as they thought. Inside the walls

of Camp Ryder, a silent war is brewing, between those few that still support Lee's vision of

rebuilding, and the majority that support Jerry's desire for isolation. But this war will not remain silent

for long. And in this savage world, everyone will have to make a choice. To keep their morals. Or

keep their lives.
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'Cause that's not what usually happens. So many novel series start off well, and then they start a

slow descent into mediocrity. Not so with this series - it is a cracker right from the get go.I read the

first three novels in quick succession - and thoroughly enjoyed them all. Then there was a break. I

had been to see the movie World War Z and left that particular movie thinking 'hmm maybe I am

over this whole end of days, zombie thing'. How wrong I was. I saw that Fractured had just been

released - curosity got the better of me and I did the whole 'take a peek' thing. Truth be told I then

reread the last few pages of the third book to refresh my memory. The memories came flooding

back.What you need to know about Fractured. It is great! Yes it has Zombies and they have an

important role in the story - but they are not the whole story. I liken it to a tale about surviving in the

wilderness - the risk of animal attack is all too real - but they are a back drop to the main story,

survival. Fractured is full of real life people - with real life strengths, frailties, reactions and motives.



There is action a plenty. Nothing comes easy ( and nor should it) and the struggles and battles

seem very real-life. The story is at its very best when it focusses on Lee ( and Deuce or course).

Lee is a multifaceted and very likeable main character.The book is also well edited - a rarity in the

world of self published novels.If you are new to The Remaining series - you are in for a great ride.

You may as well buy all four novels at once 'cause I guarantee you won't stop at one. If you have

already read the first three - don't hesitate - jump into episode four.My faith in zombie and

TEOTWAWKI stories has been restored.

I love this series! It is very well written, the characters well delineated. It is definitely a military

zombie apocalypse story so the language is rough, like military men use. If you don't like rough

language, take a pass. If you like a realistic story of a young man in the military who has a definite

mission to reorganize and save people this is your book. He meets all kinds of people in various

stages of desperation and they react differently as people will. But as the story progresses he starts

to question not only the possibility of executing the mission but the validity of it. He bonds with a

young mother and her children and also others. He comes to believe that saving the people he

knows is more important than moving on to try to save others who may not appreciate his help. His

own friends are in danger.There is no romance for Captain Lee Harden yet, although I hope there

may be soon. But this series is well written, moves along so that you don't want to put it down

because you can't wait to find out what happens next.I highly recommend this book to anyone who

likes a good exciting story.

So much happened in this book! I am overwhelmed, and spent from the action..fighting..people

either giving up or not giving up..if you've read it you will know what I mean! In the darkest hour just

when I think that Project Hometown is dead...everything is now Fracked Up and destroyed..there is

a little bit of light at the end of the tunnel! I have to say DJ Molles has perfected his use of suspense!

Each book gets better and better..and if I still had teeth..I'd have bitten all my nails down enough to

bleed! Love ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚Â•Ã‚Â¤ÃƒÂ¯Ã‚Â¸Ã‚Â• Love ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚Â•Ã‚Â¤ÃƒÂ¯Ã‚Â¸Ã‚Â• Love

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚Â•Ã‚Â¤ÃƒÂ¯Ã‚Â¸Ã‚Â• This series! Awesome job on military terms, and explaining what

happens in war to an outsider!

In the aftermath of Milo's death, the discovery of more survivors, Capt. Lee Harden has found both

refuge, friends and enemies at Camp Ryder. After bringing back more food, clothes, weapons and

medicine that the population of Camp Ryder has known since the downfall of the government it is an



uneasy trust they place in him. The camp is divided by those that side with Lee and those that side

with Jerry who constantly fuels the flames of distrust and dissention. Especially when more and

more survivors are brought in or are arriving, thanks to Lee. Lee has gathered a small group of men

to help organize and clear out the infected from several small areas and towns around Camp Ryder,

giving each group the means to survive and communicate with one another. Angela and the kids

are settling in and they've made friends. But with Jerry's group growing stronger in number and a

new group that believes the infected should not be killed but cared for and isolated until treatment or

a vaccine can be found band together the situation can only get worse. When word arrives of just

how bad the situation is up north, Lee must make a decision that will take him away from the camp

with almost all the people he trust but can possibly save what is left of humanity. And the treachery

builds until it is too late, leaving Lee alone badly injured and weaponless.

Okay. Okay. I haven't written a review in a long time. Having said that, D.J. Molles you suck so bad

for leaving me hanging. Lee is the man and I am so hooked on his story. I really really want you to

take some time off work and knock out another Remaining book, please.?. This book keeps me up

all night and then I have to wait so long for the next installment. LOL. In all seriousness, keep up the

good work and for gods sake, do not kill Lee. He has much good work to do before he can sleep the

long sleep. PeacePS I read this the night after an amergency surgery with a ton of drains/tubes

hanging out of me. The nurses kept trying to take my Kindle so I could "sleep". They learned the

hard way, "no room for weakness". ROFL JJ They did learn to leave my kindle and me alone while I

was eating the story up - pain shots be damned!!! Since then I keep telling my therapist the only

easy day was yesterday. Thought you might enjoy the anecdote.
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